Practical clinical approaches to the allergic rhinitis patient.
Numerous treatment strategies are available for the treatment of allergic rhinitis (AR), including environmental controls, pharmacotherapy, immunotherapy, and surgery in appropriately selected patients. A stepwise algorithmic approach based on disease severity and persistence of symptoms is often advocated to effectively manage patients with AR. A review is provided of current evidence and guidelines for the management of AR. Practical clinical strategies to improve patient adherence to therapy and outcome are described. Algorithms to manage AR are based on the severity and persistence of disease. A tailored strategy geared toward addressing symptoms that are most troublesome to the patient is beneficial, as is the assessment of comorbid conditions such as rhinosinusitis, asthma, and laryngopharyngeal reflux. Allergen-specific immunotherapy (AIT) is an underused treatment modality and patients with persistent AR should be considered candidates for desensitization, if appropriate. Assessment of patient outcome is important and the use of validated symptom surveys can provide an objective measure of quality of life. A large armamentarium of treatment options is available to the otolaryngologist treating the patient with AR. A step-wise and tailored approach with equal attention dedicated to patient education and assessment of patient outcome can be helpful to improve efficacy of treatment.